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OVERVIEW: Through a seven-year research study, author Jim Collins sets out to determine why, in spite of uncertainty and systemic chaos, 
some companies thrive while others flounder and perish. Through comparing outperforming companies with rival competitors by a factor of 
ten (10Xers), Collins’ research presented in Great By Choice uncovers attributes and traits of successful leaders and the culture they create.   
- - - - - - - - - 

CHAPTER 1 – THRIVING IN UNCERTAINTY: The nine-year research project behind this book started in 2002 around a simple question proposed 
by Collins: Why do some companies thrive in uncertainty, even chaos, and others do not? Put another way, when buffeted by tumultuous 
events, when hit by big, fast-moving forces that we can neither predict nor control, what distinguishes those who perform exceptionally well 
from those who underperform or, worse, go bankrupt? Outlining his work, Collins asserts the research method rests upon having a comparison 
set of companies that failed to the one’s that ultimately thrived. As he states, “The critical question is not ‘What did great companies share in 
common?’ The critical question is ‘What did great companies share in common that distinguished them from their direct comparisons?’” 
- - - - - - - - - 

CHAPTER 2 – 10XERS: Collins describes 10xers as companies that didn’t merely get by or just become successful. They truly thrived. Every 
10xer beat its industry index by at least 10x. Here’s the catch: 10Xers are not more creative, more visionary, more charismatic, more ambitious, 
more risk seeking, more heroic or more prone to making big, bold moves. As Collins elaborates, all of the 10x companies displayed such traits, 
but so did the others. The features that separated them from their peers were Fanatical Discipline, Empirical Creativity, and Productive 
Paranoia. They culminate these behaviors through Level 5 Ambition. As he writes, “10Xers understand that they face continuous uncertainty 
and that they cannot control, and cannot accurately predict significant aspects of the world around them. On the other hand, 10Xers reject 
the idea that forces outside their control or chance events will determine their results; they accept full responsibility for their own fate.” 
• Fanatical Discipline – Discipline is consistency of action, including values, long-term goals, performance standards, and methods. 

As Collins describes, 10Xers are completely relentless, monomaniacal even, unbending in their focus on their pursuits. They don’t 
overreact to challenging situations, succumb to the herd mentality, or instantly leap at alluring, but irrelevant, opportunities. 

• Empirical Creativity – Empirical means relying upon direct observation, conducting practical experiments and/or engaging directly 
with evidence rather than relying on opinion, whim, conventional wisdom, authority or untested concepts. According to Collins, 
having an empirical foundation enables 10Xers to make bold, creative moves that bounds their risk. 10Xers have a deeper empirical 
foundation for their decision-making and actions, which provided them substantiated confidence that their risk was bounded.  

• Productive Paranoia – According to Collins, 10Xers differ from their less successful peers in how they maintain hyper vigilance in 
good times as well as in bad. Even in calm and tranquil conditions, 10Xers continue to maintain the belief that events could instantly 
turn against them at any moment. Indeed, they believe that conditions often shift radically and can turn against their given pursuit 
without warning at some unpredictable moment. With that in mind, they know they should constantly prepare contingency plans. 

• Level 5 Ambition – 10Xers channel their ego and intensity into something larger and more enduring than themselves. As Collins 
explains, they’re ambitious but for a purpose beyond themselves, be it building a great company, helping others, changing the world, or achieving some other object that’s not about them.  

- - - - - - - - - 

CHAPTER 3 – FANATICAL DISCIPLINE: 20 MILE MARCH: For Collins, this chapter lays out the theme of the book through an illustration: In 1910, two explorers began their quests to become the 
first men to ever set foot upon the southernmost point on earth. It was the “Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration,” and the South Pole represented one of the last unexplored areas on earth. 
Robert Falcon Scott hoped to claim the bottom of the world for England; Roald Amundsen wished to plant the Norwegian flag there on behalf of his countrymen. Despite their common goal, the 
two adventurers’ approaches to their expeditions were quite different—as were the end results. Amundsen reached the South Pole first and returned home on a trip that was relatively smooth 
and straightforward. Scott arrived at 90 Degrees South only to experience the crushing disappointment of seeing one of Amundsen’s flags flapping in the wind. He would never make it back; he 
and his four companions died of starvation, exhaustion, and exposure as they attempted to make the 700 mile return trip to their base camp. The difference, according to Collins, was that 
Amundsen turned out to be the 10xer between the two due to his relentless discipline. Amundsen pushed his team to go 15-20 miles every day despite weather conditions. On good days he 
would not overextend (even against the wishes of his team) and on bad days he made sure they kept moving forward. In comparison, Scott’s team fluctuated wildly with their march, sometimes 
traveling a lot and sometimes traveling not at all. (Amundsen also prepared more extensively for the trek prior to going, knowing consistency would be key for morale.) For Collins, the 20 Mile 
March concept was a distinguishing factor between 10X companies and the comparison companies in his research. According to him, a good 20 Mile March has the following seven characteristics:  
1. Clear performance markers; 
2. Self-imposed constraints; 
3. Appropriate to the specific enterprise; 
4. Largely within the company’s control to achieve; 
5. A proper timeframe – long enough to manage, yet short enough to have teeth;  
6. Imposed by the company upon itself; 
7. Achieved with high consistency. 
- - - - - - - - -   

CHAPTER 4 – EMPIRICAL CREATIVITY: FIRE BULLETS, THEN CANNONBALLS: A “fire bullets, then cannonballs” strategic approach better explains the success of 10X companies than big-leap 
innovations and predictive genius. As Collins asserts, a bullet is a low-cost, low-risk, and low-distraction test or experiment. 10Xers use bullets to empirically validate what will actually work. 
Based on that empirical validation, they then concentrate their resources to fire a cannonball, enabling large returns from concentrated bets. The 10X cases fired a significant number of bullets 
that never hit anything. They didn’t know ahead of time which bullets would be successful, but they were relentless in their pursuit, never firing a cannon until they new they had a winner.  
- - - - - - - - - 

CHAPTER 5 – LEADING ABOVE THE DEATH LINE: Illustrating the story of David Breashears and his initially-failed quest to document the climbing of Mount Everest for IMAX, Collins’ explains how 
productive paranoia in leaders is essential to navigate uncertainty. As he states, “10Xers understand they cannot reliably and consistently predict future events, so they prepare obsessively... 
They assume that a series of bad events can wallop them in quick succession, unexpectedly at any time.” Collins goes on to outline the three essential practices that define productive paranoia: 
1. Build Reserves – In 1991, Herb Kelleher, CEO of Southwest Airlines, captured this principle when he explained why Southwest maintained a conservative balance sheet: “As long as we never 

forget the strengths that enable us to endure and grow in the midst of economic catastrophe; as long as we remember that such economic catastrophes recur with regularity; and as long as 
we never foolishly dissipate our basic strengths through shortsightedness, selfishness, or pettiness, we will continue to endure; we will continue to grow; and we will continue to prosper.”  

2. Bound Risk – Collins initially assumed that the success of 10x companies was due to a willingness to take high risks. However, his research showed the opposite. Rather, 10x leaders were 
more conservative: “They constrained growth in the 20 Mile March. They fired bullets before firing cannonballs. They displayed financial prudence, building a cache of extra oxygen canisters” 

3. Zoom In And Zoom Out – It’s imperative to remain hyper vigilant to sense changing conditions. Collins offers the following example: When Intel’s position with one of their microprocessors 
weakened against Motorola, a task-force of six Intel managers and a marketing expert spent three days in discussions. They Zoomed Out, carefully evaluating the situation and developing a 
five-point positioning strategy. Their plan of counterattack was called, ‘Operation CRUSH’. But then they Zoomed In, executing the plan by garnering 2,000 design victories over the next year. 

- - - - - - - - - 

CHAPTER 6 – SMAC: SMaC stands for Specific, Methodical and Consistent. According to Collins, the more uncertain, fast changing and unforgiving your environment, the more SMaC you need 
to be. A SMaC recipe is a set of durable operating practices that create a replicable and consistent success formula. It is clear and concrete, enabling the entire enterprise to unify and organize 
its efforts, giving clear guidance regarding what to do and what not to do. A SMaC recipe reflects empirical validation and insight about what actually works and why. Developing a SMaC recipe, 
adhering to it, and amending it (rarely) when conditions merit, correlates with 10X success. This requires the three 10X behaviors: empirical creativity for developing and evolving it, fanatic 
discipline for sticking to it, and productive paranoia for sensing when it’s time for necessary change. As Collins explains, “You can use the term ‘smac’ as a descriptor in any number of ways: as 
an adjective (‘let’s build a smac system’), as a noun (‘smac lowers risk’), and as a verb (‘let’s smac this project’). A solid smac recipe is the operating code for turning strategic concepts into reality, 
a set of practices more enduring than mere tactics. Tactics change from situation to situation, whereas smac practices can last for decades and apply across a wide range of circumstances.” 
- - - - - - - - - 

CHAPTER 7 –  RETURN ON LUCK: Collins defines a luck event as one that meets three tests: 1) Some significant event occurs to impact a company, yet was largely or entirely independent of 
decisions made by the company; 2) The event has a potentially significant consequence (good or bad); 3) The event has some element of unpredictability. Luck happens a lot, both good and back 
luck. Every company in Collins’ research experienced a significant luck event at some point in their history. However, as Collins’ outlines, the 10X companies were not generally luckier than the 
comparison cases in significance or volume. Rather, their difference in fortunes was in their decisions alone, not in fortuitous opportunities. As he writes, “Everyone gets luck, good and bad, but 
10X winners make more of the luck they get.” He cites the example of Microsoft cofounder Bill Gates. Gates was not the only person of his era who grew up in an upper middle-class family, nor 
was he the only person who went to a high school with computer resources in the mid-1970s. Gates also wasn’t the only person who knew how to program in BASIC, but few others disrupted 
their life plans (“and cut their sleep to near-zero, inhaling food as fast as possible so as not to let eating interfere with work”) to throw themselves into writing BASIC for the Altair. As Collins 
writes, “Across all the research we’ve conducted for this book and our previous books regarding what makes companies great, we’ve never found a single instance of sustained performance due 
simply to pure luck.” Rather, it’s what one does with the luck that they receive at a given moment. Thus, then for Collins, the critical question becomes “Do you get a high return on luck?” 
 
 

NOTABLE QUOTE 
 

“Greatness is not a function of 
circumstance. Greatness, it 

turns out, is largely a matter 
of conscious choice, and 

discipline.  
 
 

	


